Abstract: This paper presents a preliminary study of the dynamics of a 'delta' configuration three- 
Introduction

22
Electric cars are an active area of research and development, offering personal mobility with Model-based design offers the opportunity to investigate the dynamics of the car -and the 34 effects on comfort and handling -while the design is still at an early, fluid stage. Using computer
35
modelling techniques allows the design to be optimized before investing in physical prototype 36 vehicles, and minimizes the risk of the final product having unforeseen undesirable qualities. In the 37 case of the Mayfly, there are two immediate areas for concern:
38
• The use of in-hub motors yields a higher 'unsprung mass' than seen in conventional cars, which
39
can adversely affect handling.
40
• Three-wheeled vehicles are associated with rollover, tipping, and 'spinning out' in turns.
41
This report therefore details the development of handling models and proposes adjustments to 42 the suspension, tyres and weight distribution to yield performance appropriate to a sports car. 
44
50
Three-wheeled cars can take one of two configurations: the 'delta' (one wheel at the front and 51 two at the back) or the 'tadpole' (two wheels at the front and one at the back), shown in Figure 2 .
52
They can be highly economical: using three wheels instead of four can significantly reduce the weight 53 of a vehicle, improving its power consumption. For 'delta' cars, using one wheel at the front for 54 steering also simplifies the steering system, further reducing weight and cost. 'Tadpole' cars can be 55 extremely aerodynamic.
56
Three-wheelers are generally associated with instability, in particular rollover (although they
57
can be very stable) [3] . This is particularly true of the 'delta' configuration, which is associated with 58 rolling in braked turns or 'spinning out' when handled roughly, although the tendency to rollover 
88
The front suspension of the Reliant Robin is a leading arm with coil spring damper unit [11] .
89
With this design, the wheel remains parallel to the body and cambers with roll [10].
90
In producing the models, data for the 1981 Mk 1 Reliant Robin was assumed as a starting point.
91
The Robin evolved somewhat over the years, including plans for an electric Robin prior to production 92 ceasing [12] .
93
Note that the Robin is rear wheel drive and the front wheel steers. The Mayfly has a hub motor 94 on each wheel, making it all-wheel-drive and offering the possibility for differential steering on the 95 rear wheel.
96
Electric Vehicles
97
The prototype is a fully electric BEV (Battery Electric Vehicle) with three hub motors i.e. one in 98 each wheel. This configuration has already been set: electric vehicles can have a variety of 99 configurations such as a single motor and transmission, or hub motors in only some wheels [13] .
100
The weight distribution will therefore be significantly different to that of the Robin, since the 
106
In constructing a model, a 'crawl-walk-run' approach is followed whereby a simplistic, single 
121
The suspension is abstracted to a linear spring and damper acting in the vertical sense only, and the 122 tire is also abstracted to a linear vertical spring (and sometimes a damper). The effective load on the 123 system from the vehicle (the 'sprung mass') and the weight of the wheel, suspension, hubs and axle
124
(the 'unsprung mass') are represented as rigid bodies. For the purposes of this project, the model was
125
constructed as a bond graph in 20Sim® software.
126
'Starting values' for the suspension stiffness and damping were calculated to give desired ride 127 frequency of 2Hz (sprung mass), 15Hz (unsprung mass), which are typical for a 'sports' car [15] .
128
Two inches of travel was assumed and a damping ratio of 0.5. This is in stark contrast to passenger figure 5 . This type of analysis can be applied to the three-wheeled car: there is already a 141 single wheel at the front (for the delta configuration), and the rear axle is simplified.
142
The suspension is assumed to be rigid in this model, and gyroscopic effects are ignored. This is 143 because the dominant mechanism for counteracting lateral forces generated in cornering [in a car] is 144 tire slip.
145
The steer angle required to negotiate a curve with radius R is given by [17] :
Where slip angles and are functions of mass, lateral acceleration and tire stiffness. At low 147 speeds, and cancel each other out, and is the Ackermann angle. At higher speeds, tire slip 148 increases.
149
Understeer Gradient K (a function of mass and tire stiffness) is given by:
Where Wf and Wr are the front and rear weights respectively, and Cαf and Cαr are the lateral slip 
157
Note that under braking, the lateral force at a given slip angle is reduced 
168
The simplest analysis is the Quasi-Static Rollover of a rigid vehicle i.e. neglecting the deflections 169 of the suspension and tires. On a flat surface, the rollover threshold ay/g is given by:
Where t is the 'tread' (lateral distance between wheels) and h is the height of the center of gravity,
171
as indicated in figure 6 . This analysis presents a problem for the three-wheeled car, where there is a 172 finite tread at the rear but a zero tread (i.e. one wheel) at the front. Using the rear value therefore
173
gives an optimistic result. Watching delta vehicles such as the Robin roll in practice reveals that they 
190
It should be remembered that this model still includes modelling assumptions and generic data:
191 validation using a physical prototype is recommended. 
194
The optimization yielded the parameters in table 1. With these parameters, the system responds 195 well (slightly underdamped) to a step input as shown in figure 7 . These parameters apply to the front 196 suspension, and the rear suspension should be slightly stiffer with a 30% lower ride rate [15].
197 Table 1 . Optimized suspension parameters. 
209
Performance can be improved by using larger wheels and stiffer tires, shifting the center of 210 gravity further rearwards, and/or steering the rear wheels. There is also the possibility to use Torque
211
Vectoring or Intelligent Driveline Design (IDD) [22] .
212
Note that delta vehicles with understeer and a more forward center of gravity can be prone to 213 tipping. Adjusting the weight distribution rearwards can help. 
220
Mayfly's Rollover threshold is 1.2g. This is a significant improvement on Robin (~0.6g). It
221
compares favorably to a typical sports car, which has a center of gravity at h=18-20", a tread of t= 50- 
Conclusions
248
The Mayfly's design overcomes many of the issues associated with delta three-wheeled cars,
249
and compares very favorably to the Reliant Robin (used as a benchmark). This is largely due to the 250 lower center of gravity, which nearly doubles the rollover threshold.
251
The suspension can be stiffened to give a response comparable to other sports cars, and further 
254
The Mayfly does understeer, more so than the Robin. While this ensures stability, it does mean 255 that the Mayfly will not have the responsive handling desirable on a sports car. Performance could 256 be improved by moving the center of gravity rearwards, easily achieved by repositioning the battery.
257
This will also address the tendency to 'tip' associated with delta vehicles with understeer. Other 
266
Note that much of the data used in these analyses is assumed, and should be updated as the 267 design progresses.
268
The development of a transient model is proposed to better understand rollover and the 269 combined pitch/roll motion unique to 'delta' three-wheeled vehicles. This will allow a more in-depth 270 investigation of the effects of the recommended design changes. 
